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NEUROSCIENCE
 



any or all of the sciences that study the

the process of producing images of the

Neuroscience

structure and function of the brain and
nervous system.

 
Neuroimaging

structure or activity of the brain or other part
of the nervous system by techniques
such as magnetic resonance imaging or
computerized tomography.

Start with basics
Definitions



Why? Preferred over MRI
because it is better for
identifying fractures, vascular
injury, CSF leaks, and doesn’t
require safety screening.

Why? Because of enhanced
soft tissue contrast and
higher sensitivity.

Neuroimaging in Brain Injury

Preferred modality in the acute
phase.

Preferred modality in the 
subacute and chronic phase.

Computed Tomography (CT) Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)



~ 20-30 minutes data collection
Limited to standard sequences
Thicker slice
Lower resolution
Limited analysis options
Reviewed by radiologist or
neuroradiologist

~ 60 minutes data collection
More sequences & sequences specific to trauma
Susceptibility Weighted Imaging (SWI)
Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)
Thinner slice
Higher resolution
Allows for advanced analysis
Neuroradiologist with expertise in trauma

MRI data is not created equal

Traditional battery Advanced battery for hx of TBI



MRI review/analysis is not created equal

Visual inspection by a human Radiologist vs
Neuroradiologist
Time and volume constraints
Abnormality based on Neuroradiologist's
experience

Involves measurements
Within-subject and between-subject
Can involve normative data
With enough normative data there can be
statistically based conclusions of measurements
being within or outside of normal limits 

Qualitative Quantitative 



Diffusion Imaging
(a type of MRI data)



Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI)

Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)

Fractional Ansiotropy (FA) values.
Measure of white matter integrity.
 

Diffusion Imaging 
to evaluate white matter



Diffuse Axonal Injury 

 
Diffuse axonal injury (DAI) 
is a form of traumatic brain injury (TBI). 

The long connecting fibers in the brain - axons - can be 
stretched, twisted, or sheared as the brain rapidly 
accelerates and decelerates inside the skull.

Photo Credit Bray 2018 DOI: 10.13140/RG.2.2.35052.72327
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340677811_Examining_Causes_and_Consequences_of_Mental_Health_Disorders_in_Chronic_Traumatic_Brain_Injury

resulting from TBI



FA values range from 0 (isotropic movement of water molecules) 
to 1 (anisotropic movement of water molecules).

Diffusion Imaging 
fractional ansiotropy



Visual review of tractography 

Asymmetry analysis of client fractional
anisotropy (FA) values

Comparison of client FA values to the
literature

Comparison of client FA values to normative
data

Diffusion Imaging

Visual review of DTI fiber tractography 

Asymmetry analysis of client FA values 

Comparison of client FA values to the literature 

Comparison of client FA values to normative data

Types of DTI analyses to understand



If we really want
to understand
something, we
should measure
it.
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BRAIN INJURY
EVALUATIONS
 



The impact is
just the
beginning

Primary
mechanism of

injury 
+

Secondary
neurobiological

cascade



SOMATIC PSYCHIATRIC COGNITIVE

BRAIN INJURY
EVALUATIONS NEED TO
BE MULTIDISCIPLINARY

YOU NEED TO KNOW
WHAT FUNCTIONAL
IMPAIRMENTS YOU ARE
LINKING IMAGING TO



WHO's it for? Every individual that may have suffered a TBI
but has never been formally or fully assessed, or diagnosed,
and would benefit from a comprehensive symptom
assessment.

WHAT's in it? A series of tests (e.g. cognitive, balance, hearing
etc.) that measure all of the areas of functioning known to be
potentially impacted by a brain injury - in one appointment.

Brings the standard of care for inpatient
moderate/severe TBI screening, to the outpatient
setting - a multidisciplinary assessment approach in
one sitting.





"As a heterogeneous disorder, long-term 
outcome following TBI is dependent on the
type and severity of the initial physical 
event (primary injury) compounded by 
multifaceted pathophysiological 
consequences (secondary injuries)."

Cullen et al. 2016 at 290 DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-3816-2_17

The brain that was injured +
The injury itself +
The environment after injury

Why is it so complicated?



Neuroscience has developed an extensive peer-reviewed published literature
relating to understanding brain structural connectivity in health and disease.

Neuroimaging that includes diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data can provide
evidence of brain compromise in individual patients that have suffered brain injury.

Quantitative analyses that increase sensitivity of the neuroimaging data can be
rigorous, reliable, and reproducible. All data should be interpreted in light of the
patient's history and using the scientific method.

When abnormal imaging findings in brain regions with functional correlates that
match the symptoms a person is experience, there is strong convergent validity
present.

Summary
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